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"Brunner writes about the future as if he and the reader were already living in it!"

--The New York Times Book Review

"When John Brunner first told me of his intention to write the book, I was fascinated--but I wondered whether he, or

anyone, could bring it off. Bring it off he has, with cool brilliance. A hero with transient personalities, animals with

souls, think tanks and survival communities fuse to form a future so plausibly alive it as twitched at me ever since."

--Alvin Toffler, author of FUTURE SHOCK

In a world drowning in data and information and choking on novelty and innovation, Nickie Haflinger, a most

dangerous fugitive who doesn't even appear to exist, provides a window onto a global society falling apart in all

directions, with madness run amok and personal freedom surrendered to computers and bureaucrats. Caught and

about to be re-programmed, can he escape once again, defy the government and turn the tide of organizational

destruction?

"One of the most important science fiction authors. Brunner held a mirror up to reflect our foibles because he

wanted to save us from ourselves."

--SF Site

For each generation, there is a writer meant to bend the rules of what we know. Hugo Award winner (Best Novel,

STAND ON ZANZIBAR) and British science fiction master John Brunner remains one of the most influential and
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respected authors of all time, and now E-Reads is pleased to re-introduce many of his classic works. For readers

familiar with his vision, it's a chance to re-examine his thoughtful worlds and words, while for new readers,

Brunner's work proves itself the very definition of timeless. 

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

This book has always been popular with the techy-geeky crowd, but, since it was first published in the '70s, it missed

out on the cyberpunk revolution of the '80s. It's too bad, because this is a compelling story of a future world tied

together by a universal data network, a world that could be our tomorrow. It's a tense place filled with information

overload and corporate domination, and nearly everything is known about everybody. Except Nickie Haflinger, a

prodigy whose talents allow him to switch identities with a phone call. Nickie plans to change the world, if only he

can keep from getting caught.
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anyone, could bring it off. Bring it off he has, with cool brilliance. A hero with transient personalities, animals with

souls, think tanks and survival communities fuse to form a future so plausibly alive it as twitched at me ever since."

--Alvin Toffler, author of FUTURE SHOCK

In a world drowning in data and information and choking on novelty and innovation, Nickie Haflinger, a most

dangerous fugitive who doesn't even appear to exist, provides a window onto a global society falling apart in all

directions, with madness run amok and personal freedom surrendered to computers and bureaucrats. Caught and

about to be re-programmed, can he escape once again, defy the government and turn the tide of organizational

destruction?

"One of the most important science fiction authors. Brunner held a mirror up to reflect our foibles because he

wanted to save us from ourselves."

--SF Site

For each generation, there is a writer meant to bend the rules of what we know. Hugo Award winner (Best Novel,

STAND ON ZANZIBAR) and British science fiction master John Brunner remains one of the most influential and

respected authors of all time, and now E-Reads is pleased to re-introduce many of his classic works. For readers

familiar with his vision, it's a chance to re-examine his thoughtful worlds and words, while for new readers,

Brunner's work proves itself the very definition of timeless. 
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